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Comments of John Staurulakis, Inc.
John Staurulakis, Inc. ("JSI") hereby files these comments inresponse to the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking ("Notice" or"NPRM")
pertaining to the above referenced matter. In the Notice, the Commissionrequests comments regarding the applicability of the rate structure
developed in the AccessCharge Reform Order, CC Docket No. 96-262, May 16, 1997 ("Order" or"Price-Cap Order") for Local
Exchange Carriers ("LECs") subject torate-of-return regulation. One objective of the Notice is to gather evidence showing if"differences
exist between price-cap LECs and rate-of-return LECs that [would]require different rules to achieve the goals of fostering an efficient,
competitivemarketplace."1 In these comments, JSI addresses thepotential impact on rates that will result if the provisions established in the
Order areapplied to rate-of-return LECs.
JSI is a consulting firm specializing in financial and regulatoryservices to more than two hundred Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers
("ILECs")throughout the United States. JSI assists these ILECs in the preparation and submission ofjurisdictional cost studies and
Universal Service Fund (USF) data to the National ExchangeCarrier Association ("NECA"), and routinely prepares and files tariffs with
theFederal Communications Commission ("Commission" or "FCC") on behalf ofa number of these ILECs. Since the Notice seeks
comments on issues affecting our clientsin these matters, JSI is an interested party in this proceeding.

I. Introduction
In these comments, JSI will present evidence of the significant costdifferences between price-cap LECs and rate-of-return LECs. In
addition, JSI will showthat even the adoption of various alternatives to the proposed mechanisms does not ensureadequate safeguards for
rate-of-return LECs. Thus, JSI recommends that the most prudentcourse for the Commission to take in this proceeding is to refrain from
specific actionaffecting rate-of-return LECs until it has considered and implemented comprehensiveUniversal Service reform. JSI believes
such a course is consistent with ChairmanKennard’s public statements regarding the Commission’s intent to take intoaccount the unique
characteristics of rural telephone companies and the geographic areasthey serve.2 In addition, this approach appears consistentwith the
Commission’s decision to separate rural, rate-of-return LECs from price-caprequirements resulting from its continuing efforts to
implement provisions of the Act.
If, however, the Commission determines that some immediate action iswarranted for rate-of return LECs; i.e., it opts to impose some
portion ofaccess charge reform for these companies, JSI urges that it consider alternative measurespresented in these comments.
JSI recommends that if the Commission adopts specific provisions ofprice-cap access reform, that it:
1. Freeze the non-primary and multiline business line subscriber line charges (SLCs) at their current levels;
2. Cap the presubscribed interexchange carrier charge (PICC) rates at the nationwide average price-cap LEC rate levels,
and
3. Eliminate the line port, residual TIC, and marketing transfers to common line.
Further, JSI contends that these measures must be taken together;relying on any of the individual alternatives alone for rate-of-return
LECs will not meetthe comparable and reasonable standards required by the Act.

II. Effects of proposed price-cap-type access reform on rate-of-return LECs
The objective of the NPRM is to evaluate the advisability of requiringprice-cap-type access reform for rate-of-return LECs.3 Ouranalysis
suggests that because of the unique cost characteristics of rate-of-returncompanies compared with those of price-cap companies, these
reforms will notachieve the stated objective of replacing the traffic-sensitive carrier common line (CCL)rate element with non-traffic
sensitive (NTS) cost recovery mechanisms.

While price-cap companies will be able to eliminate the usage-sensitiveCCL rate over a short period of time,4 the analysis performedby
JSI suggests that rate-of-return LECs would not be able to eliminate the CCL in theforeseeable future. Furthermore, if the same measures
were instituted for rate-of-returncompanies, the NTS SLC and PICC would increase each year to levels that JSI contends wouldbe
unacceptable by any measure. Further, the composite traffic-sensitive rate would stillbe substantially higher than price-cap companies.5
Theinformation reported in Table 1 provides the applicable rates for rate-of-return LECs inthe foreseeable future if price-cap-type reform
were imposed on LECs that participate inthe NECA common line and traffic sensitive pools.6

Table 1
Effect of Price-Cap-Type Reform on NECA rates:
SLC and PICC rates increasing annually until CCL is eliminated
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NOTE: Growth rates for minutes, cost, and access lines are assumed to be zero forbaseline scenarios. Rates are not adjusted for inflation. If growth were taken
intoconsideration with rates similar to those proposed by NECA, the results are not materiallyaltered. Under this growth scenario, it would require eight instead of
ten years for theCCL to be eliminated, while the non-primary residential line SLC would equal $9.00 and thePICC would equal $7.50. For display purposes we
have not shown rates that would be ineffect for the odd numbered years after 2000.
*For simplicity and comparison purposes, the access charges do not reflect direct trunktransport rate elements; nor do we display the disparate CCL rates which

result from theFCC’s rules when the CCL is above $0.01. See Attachment A for the separateoriginating and terminating CCL rates.

JSI believes that the existence of a CCL rate for the foreseeable future is strongevidence that the proposed price-cap-type access charge
reform fails to achieve theFCC’s intended objective to drive this rate to zero in the near future. The failureto eliminate the CCL is caused
by significant differences in the cost characteristicsbetween rate-of-return LECs and price-cap LECs. The CCL is not eliminated earlier
than2008 because the SLC and PICC rate annual increases are limited according to the price-capreform measures. In fact, our analysis
reveals that the CCL will increase in thenear-term, as the SLC and PICC increases are limited on an annual basis. Table 1 alsoshows SLC
charges for non-primary residential lines at $9.00 per month in 2002, and thePICC would equal $10.50 per month in 2008. In the context
of comparisons with theprice-cap companies, these large SLC and PICC differentials are dramatic andunsustainable.7
JSI believes that the continuation of the CCL and the significantdisparity between the SLC and PICC levels for price-cap LECs and those
rate-of-return LECsrepresent sufficient evidence that rate-of-return LEC costs are significantly differentfrom those of price-cap LECs and
warrant different rules for access reform. Theapplication of price-cap access reform perpetuates an environment that fails to
promotecompetitive parity between price-cap-type and rate-of-return LECs. JSI suggests that such"reform" is neither efficient nor
necessary. JSI is aware of theCommission’s objective to develop regulation that achieves goals of"cost-causation" and "economic
efficiency"; however, the proposedapplication for rate-of-return LECs does not achieve these goals, and should not be viewedin isolation
of other proceedings before the Commission, such as universal service.8
To reiterate, the reasons behind the continued existence of thesedramatic differences in cost recovery result from the fundamentally
different cost levelsand characteristics between price-cap companies and rate-of-return companies. Forinstance, the proposed reform
suggests that the line port and associated NTS costs betransferred from local switching to common-line. JSI’s analysis of the line port
andassociated costs for a sample of rate-of-return companies shows that these transfersamount to 53 percent of the total local switching
cost.9 Thispercentage is slightly higher than that previously reported by the United States TelephoneAssociation ("USTA") in its
comments.10 However,JSI’s percentage is significantly higher than the 37 percent that NECA has projected.NECA has acknowledges
that its estimate is based upon Bellcore data related to a singlemanufacturer and only examines its host switch characteristics. Thus JSI
doubts thereliability of the percentage reported by NECA.11
At minimum, JSI’s investigation provides clear evidence thatfurther study in this area is warranted due to the significant potential impact
of such achange on rate-of-return LECs. The transfer that results from the line port and associatedcosts is a large portion of the
common-line revenue requirement and its associatedresidual CCL reported in Table 1.
Another reason for the difference in potential impact on rate-of-returnLECs is the transfer of the residual Transport Interconnection
Charge ("TIC") tothe common-line rate. The residual TIC transfer, according to NECA numbers, is also largefor rate-of-return LECs and
contributes to ever-increasing PICC rates for the foreseeablefuture.
The effects of these two large additions to common-line lead to amovement of costs from one set of traffic-sensitive recovery mechanisms
(local switchingand TIC) to another traffic-sensitive mechanism (CCL). JSI submits that this is not accessreform. The information in
Table 1 provides evidence that the efficiency of the proposedreform is questionable and should not be adopted as proposed.

III. Full Price-Cap-Type Access Reform Imposed on Rate-of-Return LECs Violates theReasonable and Comparable Mandate
of the Act
The proposed rules will create substantial differences between consumerprices applicable to price-cap and rate-of-return LECs. The
Telecommunications Act of 1996("Act") requires that rates should be reasonably comparable between urban andrural areas. Since several
provisions of the Act address reasonable and comparable rates,JSI considers it appropriate to review the statutory language. The
Universal Serviceprinciples established by Congress mandate that the Commission must base policies for thepreservation and
advancement of universal service on the premises that: "qualityservices should be available at just, reasonable, and affordable rates"
(Section254(b)(1)); "consumers in all regions of the Nation, should have access totelecommunications and information services" and that
the rates for these servicesshould be "reasonably comparable to rates charged for similar services in urbanareas" (Section 254(b)(3)).
Section 254(i), entitled "Consumer Protection,"states that the "Commission and the States should ensure that universal service isavailable
at rates that are just, reasonable and affordable." JSI has concerns thatthe adoption of full price-cap-type access reform by rate-of-return
LECs is in conflictwith these provisions in the Act.
Given the evident cost characteristics of NECA pool members, theapplication of disparate SLC and PICC rates for these LECs would not
appear to supportthis reasonable comparability requirement. JSI does not believe the potential of a $9.00SLC and $10.50 PICC on
non-primary residential customers meets the objective of the just,reasonable, and affordable standards established in the Act.12JSI
compares the SLC and PICC charges that may result in 2008 in Table 2.

Table 2
Comparison of Price-Cap and Rate-of-Return LEC SLC and PICC in Year 2008

The RBOC PICC amount reported in Table 2 is only applied to primaryline residence and single line business lines. The Order states that once the CCL
iseliminated, non-primary line residence and multiline PICC rates are to be transferred tothe primary and single lines subject to allowable annual increases.

JSI believes that the significant consumer price differences which areforecasted to exist between price-cap LECs and rate-of-return LECs
is ample demonstrationof the potential violation of the provisions of the Act.

IV. Alternatives to Full Price-Cap-Type Access Reform for Rate-of-Return LECs
a. Adopt price-cap-type reform, but cap the SLC and PICC rates at average price-cap rate levels
If the Commission determines that it is in the public interest forrate-of-return LECs to adopt some form of access reform now, rather than
wait forcomprehensive universal service reform, one approach that could be evaluated would be tofollow-price-cap-type reform, but cap
the SLC and PICC rates at an appropriate averagerate level.13 In accordance with how rate-of-return LECs havetraditionally addressed
comparability issues, JSI recommends that if this approach isemployed, that the appropriate cap for SLC and PICC rates for rate-of-return
companiesshould be based on the nationwide average of price-cap LECs’ SLC and PICC rates.
At a minimum, the FCC should consider capping the rate-of-returnLECs’ SLC and PICC rates at the RBOC nationwide average. In
addition, consistent withthe FCC’s objectives for price-cap LECs, the multiline business and non-primaryresidential line PICC rate
elements should be eliminated for rate-of-return LECs.14 The impact on access rates of limiting the SLC and PICC rates forrate-of-return
LECs is presented in Table 3.15

Table 3
Effect of Price-Cap-Type Reform on NECA rates:
SLC and PICC rates capped at Price-Cap Levels **

Growth rates for minutes, cost, and access lines are assumed to be zero for baselinescenarios. Rates not adjusted for inflation.
Including growth results in a less than $0.01 reduction in the composite switchedaccess rate in 2008.
Caps for SLC and PICC are computed from Trends in Telephone Service, FCC, July1998.

* For simplicity and comparison purposes, the access charges do not reflect directtrunk transport rate elements; nor do we display the disparate CCL rates which
result fromthe FCC’s rules when the CCL is above $0.01. See Attachment A for the separateoriginating and terminating CCL rates.
** Price-cap-type access reform assumes CCL rates will be driven to zero, andthereafter non-primary residential lines and multiline business PICC rates will
beabsorbed in the primary-line residence and single-line business PICC. The table reflectsthis absorption by reporting a single-line composite PICC that includes
the total revenuesrequired under existing price-cap rules.

Our analysis suggests that the consequence of dramatic cost differencesbetween rate-of-return companies and price-cap companies is the
reason for the high CCLfor rate-of-return companies. Furthermore, these cost differences result in a compositeswitched access rate in
2008 that is a mere 12 percent less than the current rate.16 The effect of a doubling of the CCL for rate-of-return companiesand a nearly
equal composite switching rate leads JSI to doubt the efficacy of theproposed reform with a required modification for comparable PICC
and SLC rates between theprice-cap LECs and rate-of-return LECs.
b. Adopt price-cap-type reform, but eliminate transfers to Common Line, while capping the SLC and PICC rates at
average price-cap rate levels
Price-cap reform contemplated a transfer of the line port, residualTIC, and marketing costs from various traffic-sensitive rate elements to
common line.These transfers are based on the expectation that these costs could be included in the SLCand PICC rates, thereby allowing
the CCL to be reduced to zero in the near future. As isevident from the analysis presented in Table 3, this will not be the case
forrate-of-return LECs. An alternative to full price-cap-type reform may be to cap the SLCsand PICCs (as reflected in 4a above) but also
eliminate the transfers to common line.
The analysis reported in Table 4 reveals that regardless of whetherthese transfers are made, the composite usage-sensitive, switched
access charge rate levelwill not be altered. Table 4 reports the results when the SLC and PICC rates are at thenationwide average price-cap
LEC rate levels and there are no transfers into thecommon-line recovery mechanism.

Table 4
Effect of Price-Cap-Type Reform on NECA rates:
SLC and PICC rates capped at Price-Cap Levels
No Transfers to Common Line Revenue Requirement

See Notes to Table 3 and Attachment A for assumptions.

These results are similar to those in Table 3, with one exception, some costs in Table3 (those transferred to the common-line recovery
mechanism) are reported in Table 4 under"Total Traffic Sensitive." So the extent of the proposed access reform with themodification for
comparable SLC and PICC rates yields an identical compositetraffic-sensitive rate with and without transfers. Similar to the results
reported in 4a,we find that this alternative also fails to accomplish the Commission’s desiredintent.
c. Adopt price-cap-type reform, but eliminate transfers to Common Line, while freezing the SLC rates and capping the
PICC rates at average price-cap LEC levels
The Commission should consider imposing a freeze on the SLC for non-primary residentiallines and multiline business lines. The
Commission received numerous comments in theprice-cap access charge reform proceeding that suggested this consideration.17
The primary rationale for proposing such a freeze is the potential impact thatincreases in non-primary residential and multiline business
line SLCs will have oneconomic development in rural areas. JSI opposes increases in the SLC for non-primaryresidential lines and
multiline business lines. Rural LECs typically have costs of suchsignificance that SLC increases similar to those proposed for price-cap
LECs will impose aparticularly heavy and disproportionate burden on subscribers of rural telephonecompanies, and will negatively affect
rural economic development in the areas thesecompanies serve. Contrary to the FCC’s conclusion that higher SLCs on
non-primaryresidential and multiline businesses will have no effect on the number of access linesserved by incumbent LECs, JSI believes
that higher SLCs will drive customers to acquireadditional lines from competitive LECs or seek other alternatives (i.e., bypass of
LECfacilities and wireless are but two).
JSI has assessed the impact of a freeze of SLC charges and reports these results inTable 5. Comparing the results in Table 4 with those in
Table 5, the impact from a SLCfreeze amounts to an increase of only $0.002 for the composite switched access charge in2008. The
negative consequences of maximum-level SLCs on rural economic development can beavoided by a small increase in the composite
switched access charge.

Table 5
Effect of Price-Cap-Type Reform on NECA rates:
SLC rates frozen at current levels and PICC rates capped at Price-Cap Levels
No Transfers to Common Line Revenue Requirement

See Notes to Table 3 and Attachment A for assumptions.

JSI believes that it is in the public interest to consider a freeze on non-primaryresidential and multiline business line SLCs.
Recent studies confirm the interdependent relation betweentelecommunications investment and rural economic development.18A specific
investigation of rural areas in the United States concluded that economicdevelopment has proceeded at a much slower pace than in urban
areas and thattelecommunications investment and consumer use increases economic development in ruralareas at a faster pace than in
urban areas.19 A significant,but obvious, finding in the recent studies on telecommunications in rural areas is that"rural customers paid
lower prices for local service, but have fewer accesslines in their local calling areas. Overall, rural customers paid more as a percentage
oftheir household income for these services than did urban subscribers."20 Moreover, the total cost for telecommunications in rural areas
iseven larger than in urban areas because of the consequent increase in intrastate tollusage due to limited calling scope in rural areas.
The suggestion to increase the rural telecommunications payment forlocal service with increases of SLC and PICC charges will cause an
even greaterincomparability of telecommunications consumer costs between rural and urban areas.
If the Commission finds that some action is necessary at this time toserve the public interest, the proposal to freeze SLC rates at current
levels must begiven consideration in light of the evidence on rural economic development presented inthese comments.

V. Conclusion: JSI Recommendation for an Appropriate Alternative forRate-of-Return LECs
The evidence presented in these comments begs the question: What is the purpose ofaccess reform? JSI notes a comment made by
Chairman Kennard on proposed Universal Servicereform for the rate-of-return LECs. He stated that "if the system ain’t broke,don’t fix
it." It appears that achieving nearly comparable, compositetraffic-sensitive rates, as is the case today, and imposing comparable SLC and
PICC RBOCrates represents significant regulatory gymnastics with no substantive benefit.
The effects of the proposals in the Notice lead us to pause and consider that theCommission’s best and most efficient regulatory course
may be refraining fromspecific action until comprehensive Universal Service reform is implemented. If theCommission determines that
some form of access reform is required prior to the adoption ofcomprehensive universal service reform for rate-of-return LECs, JSI urges
the Commissionto adopt limiting measures.
JSI believes that the proposed reform is inefficient and will not meet the primaryaccess charge reform objectives of the FCC. This result
stems from the considerabledifferences in cost recovery of rate-of-return LECs when compared with their price-capcounterparts. Invoking
price-cap access reform for rate-of-return LECs will result inrates that are not comparable across the nation – a requirement imposed by
the Act.If the Commission determines that some form of access reform is in the public interest,JSI recommends that it freeze non-primary
line residential and multiline businessline SLCrates at current levels, cap PICC rates at comparable rates, and eliminate transfers tothe
common-line.
Respectfully submitted,
John Staurulakis, Inc.
Bruce Schoonover
Executive Vice President
John Staurulakis, Inc.
6315 Seabrook Road
Seabrook, Maryland 20706
(301) 459-7590
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Attachment A
Summary of Assumptions for Tables 1-5

The results reported in Table 1-5 in these comments are based upon datareceived from NECA Access Reform Analysis that was
submitted to the FCC in 1997 andrecently revised by NECA. JSI disagrees with the magnitude of NTS line port costs asreported by
NECA and as mentioned in the comments, JSI’s found NTS line port costs toequal 53 percent of the current local switching support for
rate-of-return LECs.Attachment B contains a summary of central office switch investment for line port costs.
JSI has omitted the estimates of growth in costs, minutes, or accessline demand for its analysis. JSI believes that growth rates for the next
10 years aresimple estimates and are not reliable for policy development. As noted in the comments,JSI examined the NECA growth
effect for the forecast period and found that the compositeswitched access rate declines faster with growth than without growth. With
NECA growthprojections included in the analysis, the CCL is eliminated in 2006, rather than 2008.Under the recommended alternative
reforms, the composite switched access rate in 2008 isat $0.0348. JSI claims that even with the inclusion of growth in the analysis,
theproblems identified in these comments are still valid. JSI also believes that the NECAgrowth forecasts for access lines and minutes are
optimistic for a ten-year forecast– thus, it is optimistic to believe that the rate-of-return LECs can "grow"out of any cost difficulties. We
have provided a baseline scenario where cost and demandfor access lines and minutes of use are not adjusted for growth or inflation.
Data obtained from NECA TS pool members was extrapolated to reflect the CL revenuerequirements based upon factors obtained by
NECA. Supporting detail for Tables 1, 3 and 4are included in Attachment A. The format for these tables follow the NECA
worksheetssubmitted to the FCC in 1997. In each supporting table, the odd-numbered years after 2000have been omitted for presentation
purposes only.

Attachment B
REVIEW OF CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH INVESTMENT
FOR LINE PORT COSTS

In an effort to quantify the relative investment represented by line port costs as apercentage of the local switch investment, Category 3, JSI
reviewed available data fromcentral office equipment continuing property records (COE-CPR). These CPRs detail theswitching
investment by type of property unit and, thus, enable the determination ofactual costs. Accordingly, this provide a means of calculating the
relative investments byfunctional classifications.
This review consisted of examining the mechanized detailed CPRs and sub-categorizingthe line port equipment so as to summarize the
associated costs. Included in theinvestment identified as line port costs were the line cards (including ISDN), theassociated line shelf and
its common equipment, and the line frame, as well as anyequipment directly related to the line equipment, such as line group controllers,
etc.Consistent with the FCC’s NPRM, we also included the main distribution frame andprotection equipment (MDF) which previously
had been included as "common"investment and apportioned to all separations categories. The review included a mix ofgeographically
diverse companies, with a variety of network sizes and configurations, andnetworks consisting of only stand-alone offices, host-remote
complexes, and equipment froma variety of switch vendors. The companies analyzed ranged in size from about 2,600 accesslines to about
96,000 access lines.
The result of this analysis yielded an overall value of 52 % as representing the lineport portion of local switching investment.
Surprisingly, the range was quite narrow (37%to 67%) and did not vary significantly with the size of the company. Eliminating thehighest
company and the lowest company narrowed the range to 44% to 59%. On adollar-weighted basis, the average was 53 % line port
equipment.
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